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From Social Network Data to Human 
Behavior Patterns 
-- Analyzing Spatio-Temporal Dynamics of 
Tweets in Midwest College Cities






• Volunteered Geographic Information
• Human sensors as geographical resource
• Large amount of editor will converge on the truth
• Human behavior research
• Traditional methods: census, surveys…
• GPS dataset 
• Social media data
• Twitter
• Huge amount of data
• Geo-tag function
• Social geographic knowledge can be extracted 
Objective
• Explore the spatio-temporal pattern of geo-tagged tweets in Midwest 
college cities
• Infer Twitter users’ mobility pattern 
• Provide a framework for geosocial knowledge discovery from social 
network data
Study Area and Data
• Midwest college cities
• West Lafayette, IN: Purdue University
• Bloomington, IN: Indiana University
• Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan
• Columbus, OH: Ohio State University
• Download geo-tagged tweets within the city boundary




• Individual spatial pattern
• Temporal Analysis
• Spatio-Temporal Analysis




Frequent Twitter User 
• All tweets of an individual Twitter user are clustered with EM 
• Clusters will likely be a place the user often visits 
• e.g. home, workplace, …













































































































































































































• Space-time scan statistics
• Football game at University of Michigan stadium 
on Nov 30, 2013 from 12PM
• Input data: all tweets on U of Michigan campus 
on that day
• Output: 5 clusters, cluster 1 is for the game
Summary
• Reveal human activity hot spots in the city
• Find out commute behavior of Twitter users
• Uncover peak time and temporal pattern of Twitter usage
• Detect emerging event with tweets
